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Abstract 
The Internal Structure of Hydrogen-Air Diffusion 
F lames . Tho purpose of this paper is to s t u d y finite 
r a t e chemis t ry effects in diffusion controlled hydrogen-
air flames undor conditions appear ing in some cases in 
a supersonic eombustor . Since for large react ion ra tes 
t h e flame is close t o chemical equil ibr ium, tho react ion 
t a k e s p lace in a very t h i n region, so t h a t a "s ingular 
pe r tu rba t ion t r e a t m e n t " of the problem seems appro-
pr ia te . I t ha s been shown previously t h a t , wi th in t h e 
inner or react ion zone, convection effects m a y be 
neglocted, t h e t empera tu re is cons tan t across t h e flame, 
and tho mass fraction dis t r ibut ions are given b y ord inary 
differential equat ions, whore t ho only independent 
var iable involved is tho coordinate n o r m a l t o t h e flam© 
surface. Tho solution of t h e outer problom, which is a 
pure mixing problem wi th t h e addi t ional condit ion t h a t 
fuol a n d oxidizer do n o t coexist in a n y zone, provides 
t h e following informat ion: tho flame posit ion, r a tes of 
fuel consumption, tempera ture , c o n c e n t r a t o r s of species, 
fluid velocity outside of tho flame, a n d t h e b o u n d a r y 
condi t ions required to solve t h e " inner p rob lom." T h e 
ma in cont r ibut ion of th is paper consists in t h e in t roduc-
t ion of a fairly complicated chemical Mnotic scheme 
represent ing hydrogen-oxygen react ion. The nonlinoar 
equat ions expressing t h e conservat ion of chemical 
species are approx imate ly in tegra ted b y means of a n 
integral me thod . I t has boen found t h a t , in t h e case 
considered of a near-oquil ibr ium diffusion flame, tho 
role p layed b y t h e dissociat ion-recombination react ions 
is pure ly marginal , and t h a t somo of t h e second order 
"shuffling" react ions are close t o equil ibrium. T h e 
me thod shown here m a y b e appl ied t o compute t h e 
distanco from t h e injector corresponding t o a given 
separa t ion from equilibrium, say t e n t o t w e n t y per 
cent . F o r t h e casos whore th is length is a small fraction 
of t h e combust ion zone length, t h e equil ibrium t rea t -
m e n t describes properly tho flame behavior . 
Ke'sume 
La structure interne d 'une flainine de diffusion 
hydrogene-air . P a r ce t te e tude nous p re tendons examiner 
los effets de vitesse de react ion chimique finio en fiammos 
de diffusion d 'hydrogene-air , dans los condit ions sem-
blables a celles qui se presenten t dans cer tains cas, 
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dans les chambros de combust ion supersonique. E t a n t 
donne que pour les grandos vitesses de react ion, la 
flamme est prochaine de l 'equilibre chimique e t la zone 
do react ion ost t res mince , il semble appropr ie d'utiliser 
\me me thode de per tu rba t ions singulieres pour resoudre 
ce probleme. I I a e te precedemment demont re que 
dans la zone de react ion, on p e u t negliger les offets de 
convection, la t empera tu re est constanto dans chaque 
section de la flamme, et les dis t r ibut ions des especes 
chimiques sont donnees p a r dos equat ions differentiolles, 
p a r lesquellos la coordonnee normale a la surface de la 
flamme est Vunique var iable independanto . L a solution 
du probleme extorieur, qui est u n problemo de melange 
a joute a ce que combust iblo et oxydan t ne coexistent 
nulle p a r t , donne Finformation su ivan te : posit ion de la 
flamme, consommat ion de combustiblo, t empera tu re , 
concentrat ion d'ospoces e t vitesse du fluide a l 'exteriem' 
do la flamme, e t les condit ions de contour necessairos 
pour reaoudro le "p rob leme mte r i eu r" . Ce qu ' appo r t e 
pr incipalement ce t te e tude est l ' in t roduct ion d 'uno loi 
de cinet ique-chimique asscz compliquee, e t representa-
t ive de la react ion hydrogene-oxygene. Les equat ions 
non-lineaires, qui expr imen t la conservat ion dos especes 
chimiques, s ' in tegrent approximativemonfc p a r uno 
me thode fntegrale. On consta te que, dans lo cas con-
siders de flamme de diffusion procho de l 'equilibre, le 
role des react ions de dissociation-recombinaison ost pcu 
i m p o r t a n t et que quelques reactions do second ordre 
sont t res proches do l 'equilibre. L a me thode exposee 
permet do calculer l a d is tance oxistanto jusqu 'a 
r in jec teur correspondant a u n cer ta in degre d'oeart 
d 'equil ibre (de 10 a 20%) . Dans les cas oil ce t te lon-
guour serai t pe t i t e compareo a la longueur de la zone de 
combust ion, 1'hypotheso d 'equil ibre decrirai t p ropremont 
la conduit© de la f lammo. 
Pcsioaie 
BnyTpeHHJin cTpyiiTypa nsaaieHii Hiujujiyanii BOflo-
poji,a — noajiyxa. 13 aroii pa6oTC c^eJiaHa nonHTi:a 
M3ylieHHJI 0$$eKTOB CKOpOCTH HOIie'IHOff XHMHljeCKOii 
peaKi^HH B imaMeHH js,ii^j3Kn BOAopofla-Boaayxa B 
aaaJiorHMBHx ycjioBHax, Koropbie 'iacTo BCTpeiaioTcn B 
ueKOTopwx CBepxsByKOBtix KaMepax cropaniiH. BBHjvy 
Toro, ITO n p a SOJIBIUHX CKOPOCTHX peaKHHH naaMH 
HaXOflllTCH 6JIH3KO K COCTOaHHIO paBHOBeCHH H, 1TO 
oSjiacTB peanrtHH o'leut Tonna, KajKCTcn n.e.necoo6pa3-
HHM iicnojiMOBanne Merofla nepTypSaiinii fljin pomeHiifl 
aTott 3aAasiH. PaHiioo SHJIO n.oita3aiio, XITO BHyTpn 30HH 
peaKirtra MOJKEO npeneSpe'ib scfi^enTaMH KOHBeKitnH, 
CTHTSTIJ B Ka>Kii,oii CCKIUM miaMeira ?eMnepaTypy nocio-
HiiHoft, ii pacnpe/i;eJiCBiie MaccoBHX qfipaitiiHH ^aEHfciM 
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B (jiopiue oSHKHOBeHHWx surficjiepeimiiaaiLHLix ypaBHeHi-iM, 
B KOTOpLix B na'iGCTBe ueaaBiiciiMon nepeMeimoii canTa 
TOJIBKO KoopfliiHaTa iiopMajibHan K noBepxHOCTn njiaMeioi. 
Peniemie BiieniHeft 3aflaiiH, npeMCTaBJiHjomefi coSoft 
3a7\aiiy CMecn c ponojiHHTejiBHLiM ycjiouneM, <ITO rop-
roiee n oKHCJiHTejib ne Mory*r cocymecTBOBaTB BMecre, 
y;aeT HaM anejryionHie HaHHtie: nojiojKCHi-ie njiaMemi, 
pacxoji ropro^ero, TeMnepaTypy, KOHneirrpauHio npo-
^yKTOB, ciiopocTb ra3a B Hapymnoii ^acTH nnaMeHii II 
norpamiiHHe ycjiOBHJi, neofixonHMbie AJIH pcineniiH 
»BHyTpeiiHCfi 3aflaiiH«. Fjiaimbrii BKjiaji; OTOH pa6oi'H 
iiaKJiroiae'rcH B BBeflenira jroBOJibiio CJIOJKHOH, HOBOH 
XMMHlIGCKH-KHlieTHlieCKOH CxeMbI, IipeflCTaBiJIHIOm.OH' pO-
aKunio BonopoAa c KHCHOPOAOM. HeoflnopoAHbie ypaB-
HemrH, BupajKaiomne npeBpameiiHH xiiMi-necKHx npo-
JiyKTOB, npilfijIHffieHHO HHTerpHpyiOTCH C nOMOIHblO 
UHTerpajibEoro MeTo^a. /JonasbiBaeTCH, HTO B cjiy^iae 
paccMOTpeniioft njiaMeiin, SJIH3KOI'O K COCTOHHHIO paBHO-
BeCHJI, pOJII. peaKI^HH pa3,II0JKeHHH-B0CCTaH0B.!I0HHH Ma3IO 
Bajmia, H ITO ueKOTopbie poaniuTH BToporo nopinuta 
TaKHte 0'ienb 6JIII3KM COCTOHHHIO paBHOBecuH. ripeftjio-
HteHHblH MeTOfl; nOSBOJIHCT paCC'IHTMBaTb paCCTOHHIie flO 
nojKeKTopa, cooTseTCTByiomce neKOTopofi neypaBuoBe-
uieHHOCTii (OT necHTii flo jiBa^HaTii npoiteHTOit). B Tex 
csyqanx, nor^a 3TO paccTOHHiie oieiib aiano no cpaBHe-
IIHKJ C HJIHHOii 30HH POpeHIIH, rHnOTe3a paBHOBCCHH 
npn6jinsKeHHo ontiGHisaeT noccp,eHHe nsiaMeHH. 
L Introduction 
I n order to make a realistic appraisal of the 
performance of a diffusion controlled supersonic 
combustor for a Sd-amjet, we need a previous knowl-
edge of the internal structure of diffusion flames. 
When flying at high Mach numbers in the at-
mosphere, within the range proposed for vehicles 
operating with this type of engine, the static tem-
perature and pressure in the combustor may be 
sufficiently large as to make chemical time small 
compared to the characteristic mechanical time. 
I n tha t case, the reaction is diffusion controlled 
troughout the combustion chamber, except near the 
injector exit (if a cofiowing jet of fuel is introduced 
in the oxidizer stream) where, owing to the large 
concentration gradients and low temperatures in-
volved, the diffusion time is smaller than the chemical 
time. 
Since for large reaction rates the flame is close 
to chemical equilibrium, the reaction takes place in 
a very thin region. The subject of the present paper 
is the study of this inner region when hydrogen 
and air are the fuel and oxidizer respectively. 
A solution of the problem, obtained by assuming 
infinitely fast reaction rates, has been known long 
ago: the "thin flame" or B U R K E -SCHUMANN equi-
librium solution LI]- This solution is not uniformly 
valid because concentration and temperature deriv-
atives normal to the flame surface are discontinuous 
at the flame. These discontinuities, which are due 
to the fact tha t , in the limiting process, the reaction 
region shrinks to a sheet, indicate t ha t t ransport 
terms play a dominant role in the combustion zone 
of the large, although finite, reaction ra te case. 
The infinitely fast reaction solution, may be 
viewed as the "outer solution" of our problem, 
useful to calculate the flame position, fuel con-
sumption per unit flame area, and to provide the 
outer boundary conditions for the "inner problem." 
From the solution of this "inner problem" wc get 
a criterion for the existence of an infinitely thin 
flame. Such a thin flame seems to be desirable from 
the combustion efficiency point of view. 
Although the work presented has been under-
taken to investigate the behavior of a supersonic 
combustor, some of the results will become relevant 
to other problems of technical interest, namely: 
transpiration cooling and hybrid combustion. 
Hydrogen is very effective to protect a surface 
exposed to convective heat flux [2, 3, 4]. The effec-
tiveness is due to the large heat absorption capability 
per unit mass of hydrogen. However, when 113'drogen-
oxygen combustion occurs in the boundary layer, 
the mass flow required to maintain a prescribed -
surface temperature raises. 
Concerning hybrid combustion, it seems inter-
esting to s tudy the kinetic effects of reaction inter-
mediates (in particular, oxygen atoms) reaching the 
wall, since evidence exists [5] tha t these atoms are 
very active in attacking the surface, hence, we must 
know the structure of the homogeneous reaction zone, 
to calculate the amount of the atoms going to the 
surface. 
The internal structure of laminar diffusion flames, 
supported bj a one step, second orden chemical 
reaction of the Arrhenius type, has been analyzed 
previously [6], 
We will present in this paper the fundamental 
ideas of the method used in [6]. However, specific 
emphasis is placed on its application to the study 
of the hydrogen-oxygen or hydrogen-air flames. 
The study presented here, allows us to calculate, 
to the first order, the distribution of species across 
the flame for a quite general set of outer solutions. 
But we must calculate higher order terms to account 
for flames not too close to equilibrium. This com-
putat ion requires additional analysis not presented 
here. 
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly we 
present a small account of the method used in [6]. 
Then we consider the hydrogen-oxygen chemical 
kinetics. The distributions of species are computed, 
by using an integral method, for given outer con-
ditions. Finally we consider the matching of the 
inner solution with a general set of outer solutions. 
2. Structure of Laminar Diffusion Flames 
Let us begin by writing the governing equations 
of a reacting gas mixture. Since we assume tha t 
the Reynolds number is large, we use the laminar 
boundary layer equations to s tudy the mixing laj'er, 
up to order Rer%. For the details of the arguments 
and basic assumptions leading to these equations 
see [7, 8]. 
When using a boundary layer coordinate system, 
Fig. 1, these equations take the following non-
dimensional form: 
Continuity for the mixture 
-aVte****) H--5^-(e»»*) = o (i) 
Jc = 0 for two-dimensional flow and k = 1 for 
axially symmetrical flow. 
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Conservation of readmits and intermediate species 
1 I ( p *Yi 
i x <) y Me g ly 1 S c Zy 
(2) 
where 
Re = VL Qojfi0 is the Reynolds number 
Sc = fifg I) is the Schmidt number 
d-1 = LUjV is the first Damkohler parameter 
V, L, Q0, fia are characteristics magnitudes, and XJ 
a characteristic reaction frequency. The remaining 
variables are non-dimensional. 
M I X I N G 
ZONE 
F U E L 
Fig. 1. Coordinate system of the boundiwy layer type 
The concentration of products is obtained by 
ushig the expression 
where Yj$ is the concentration of inert species. 
Momentum 
s x 
i>u 1 d p . , 
V--- = — — ~ -\-S y Q d x He Q 5 y p 
t> i t 
(3) 
Energy 
i, h„ 
+ 
ay 
J hg 
J-ieQ Z y 
1 i) | f.i 
BeQ by \ Pr 5 y 
f
 ReQ ly\Soy- Le\Ehi * y \ W 
where 
hs = E \ Yt -f - - is the total specific enthalpy, 
ni = h® f J cm d T is the chemical enthalpy of 
species i, 
Pr = /t cJX is the Prandt l number on the 
basis of a mean cv and 
Le = PrjSc is the Lewis number. 
State of gases 
M pe - QT (5) 
whore M is a nondimensionai mean molecular mass. 
According to the usual boundary layer approxi-
mation, the mixing layer thickness dm is of order 
LfHe^-. v and y are of the same order, while x, u, 
Q> PB> Yx> K a n < l ^ a r e °f order unity. 
I n the limiting case of infinite reaction ra te , the 
solution presents the following peculiarities: 
(a) The thickness of the reaction zone is zero. 
(b) Concentrations of intermediate species are zero 
everywhere, while the concentration of oxidizer is 
zero at the fuel side of the flame and concentration 
of fuel is zevo at the oxidizer side. 
(c) The first derivatives of t he principal species 
and temperature normal to the flame are discontinuous 
there. 
Paragraph (b) deserves more careful analysis 
when dissociation-recombination reactions, such as 
H + H + X — H 2 -|- X 
H + 0 + X ^ 0 2 + X 
H + OH + X - H 2 0 + X 
or chain initiation reactions, like 
0, + 0, o3 + o, 
play an important role in the zone considered, since 
these reactions do not reach equilibrium under 
conditions stated in (b). I n our case we may assume 
these reactions to be frozen in the diffusion flame 
zone, although some of them control the ignition 
process near the injector exit. This assumption will 
be discussed later. 
The above mentioned peculiarities suggest us 
tha t in the case of very large although finite values 
of d~x, the following properties hold in the reaction 
zone. 
(a) The thickness dc of the zone is very small. 
yfdc is of order unity. 
I t must be pointed out that , although the Reyn-
olds number is usually fairly large, we assume 
djdm -^ 1, so t ha t in problems such as diffusive 
combustion in a boundary layer or a free mixing 
layer, the reaction zone thickness is smaller than 
the boundary layer, or mixing layer, thickness. 
This happens to be t rue in cases of technical inter-
est [9]. 
(b) The concentrations of reactants and inter-
mediate species are of order djdm, but the mass 
fraction of products Yp and inert species Ym are 
of order unity. 
(c) The diffusion terms will balance the chemical 
production terms. 
Since for a second order chemical kinetics, the 
reaction terms are of order d"1 (t5c/om)2 and the 
diffusion terms of order Smfdc, we conclude tha t the 
nonequilibrium zone thickness dc must be of order 
d'/. Sm. 
Using the usual technics to -write the first order 
inner and outer equations in the method of "matched 
asymptotic expansions" [10], we have the following 
equations: 
{a} Inner zone. We introduce magnified inner 
concentrations of reactants and intermediate species 
Jt = Yt (£ ,,)ld% where £ = x, r, = yfd^ dm. 
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Continuity for the mixture 
<) n ( g v ) - O (6) 
Conservation of readmits and intermediate species 
1 a /t 5 J , 
Momentum 
= 0 
(7) 
(8) 
Energy 
3 7/ I A- V =" S J? 5 V J j 
(9) 
#£erfe of gases g iven b y E q . (5) 
(b) Owier scwe. Eqs. (1), (3), (4) and (5) are valid 
throughout, while Eqs. (2) are transformed to the 
following 
wt = 0 (10) 
(c) Matching conditions. The solution of the outer 
problem, i.e., mixing with chemical equilibrium, 
gives us the position and characteristics of the 
"flame sheet." These characteristics are the "outer" 
boundary conditions of the inner zone. 
The matching conditions are: a t either side of 
the flame, Q = Q (£), u = u (£), v = v (£), T = T (£), 
Yv = Yv (£), YR = 0, where subscript R means 
radical. I n addition, a t the fuel side of the flame, 
Y0 = 0, dTp/dr] = Aff (£), where 0 and F mean 
respectively oxidizer and fuel; a t the oxidizer side 
YP = 0, aY0fAV = A9[&}. 
From Eqs. (6), (8) and (9) with the above men-
tioned boundary conditions, we deduce the following 
expressions which are valid, up to order d1^ dm> in 
the inner zone 
Q V = Q (£) V (£) 
u = u <£). 
(6 a) 
(8 a) 
Finally, since to the first order Yv — Yp {£), we 
deduce t ha t 
T-^T (£). (9 a) 
The distributions of species are given by Eqs. (7), 
which are ordinary differential equations. I n addition 
since the temperature is close to the adiabatic flame 
temperature and constant across the flame, the 
problem of computing the reaction ra te is greatly 
simplified. 
I t may be shown tha t the present t rea tment is 
valid, to the first order, in the turbulent case when 
vising mean, values of the appropriate magnitudes, 
and turbulent transport coefficients. 
3. Hydrogen-Oxygen Chemical Kinetics 
Due to its high calorific value, its high capacity 
for cooling, its thermal stability, and its high reaction 
fate, hydrogen is the most promising fuel for a hyper-
sonic engine. The characteristics of such common 
liquid fuels as kerosene are also of interest in the 
range of Mach numbers from 4 to 25, but the specific 
impulses attained with kerosene in this range of 
Mach numbers, are, a t most, 40% of the corresponding 
values for hydrogen. 
On the other hand, the mechanism of the hydrogen 
combustion reaction has been studied in great detail, 
since the experimental s tudy of this reaction has 
given significant contributions to the theory of chain 
branching reactions. Moreover, it has been shown 
tha t the main features of the mechanism of this 
reaction are also characteristic of more general gas 
combustion reactions. 
In spite of these facts, considerable uncertainty 
exists as to the individual reaction steps and reaction 
rates involved. This uncertainty is due to the fol-
lowing facts: 
(a) The experiments do not establish the pertinent 
individual steps, rather they verify the overall 
consistency of the scheme assumed. 
(b) The ranges of pressure and temperatures used 
in the experiments are limited, and not necessarily 
the most appropriate for a practical supersonic 
combustor. 
(c) No reliable information exists on the values 
of the reaction rates in turbulent flows. 
The following individual steps and reaction ra tes 
are widely used in supersonic hydrogen-air combustion 
evaluation studies [11]: 
H 3 
OH 
H 
O 
H 
O 
H 
O 
Os 
2 
2 OH 
+ 0 2 
+ H3 ^ 
+ H + X , 
+ 0 + X , 
+ OH + X ^ 
+ H + X , 
^ 2 OH 
— HaO + H 
— H 2 0 + O 
— OH + 0 
— OH + H 
, ^ H 2 
^ 0 3 
H 2 0 
OH 
Writing the rate constants of the forward [K} 
and reverse reactions (K-}) in. the form 
Xj = k, e-B>lRT, 
see we condense the pertinent values in Table 1 
next page). 
The temperatures are in ° K. The rate constants 
are given in (mole/cc) -1 s e c - 1 for second order re-
actions, and in (mole/cc)~2 s e c - 1 for third order-
reactions. 
The symbol X denotes any third body. All third 
bodies are assumed to be equally effective, but in 
order to get conservative results, maximum effec-
tiveness has been assumed in order to select the 
pertinent rate constant. The role of reactions 0 
and 5 to 8 is purely marginal in the diffusion flame 
zone, since H 2 and Oa do not coexists in appreciable 
amounts within the flame, and the concentrations 
of radicals are very small, as we shall show later. 
However, it seems interesting to point out tha t these 
reactions control the ignition zone. 
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Table 1 
i 
0 
i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
2 X 
3 X 
1.2 X 
3 X 
3 X 
3 X 
2.7 X 
3 X 
1.3 X 
10 
2.3 X 1 0 " 
; 
4 
10™ 
10™ 
10 1 5 
10 1 4 
10 1 5 
10 1 4 
10 1 3 
1 0 1 4 
1 0 1 4 
B 
iooo/r) '/= 
1016 
ioia (iooo/2y/i 
10 
3 X 
7 
1022 T - 1 
1016 
1017 {1000/2')'/; 
ca 
7 
6 
6 
2 
0 
2.5 
1.8 
3.3 
8 
6 
1.1 
1.3 
1.1 
1.1 
1/mole °K 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
0 
X 
0 
X 
0 
X 
10* 
10" 
103 
104 
103 
10* 
101 
104 
10s 
103 
10s 
l O 1 5 
10s 
10s 
ml is the molecular weight of species i. and the Ft 
are known functions of pressure, temperature and 
concentrations. The boundary conditions are: 
Fuel side y = — oo 
-
d
— r, = 0; 
Oxidizer side i) = f- GO 
(t = 3, 4, 5, 6) (15) 
rB = rfyi ( y 2 + 7 ^ = 8^; 
y = 0 ; (i = 2, 4, 5, 6} (16) 
4. Hydrogen-Air Diffusion Flame 
The above mentioned kinetic scheme will be used 
to study the internal structure of the Hydrogen-
Air Diffusion Flames. Nitrogen is t reated as an inert 
diluent. This assumption seems to be valid for tem-
peratures below roughly 2500° K ; 
The species being produced or destroyed are: 
Specie 1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
HaO 
H. 
0 , 
HO 
H 
O 
A is known from the solution of the outer problem. 
4.1 D i s t r i b u t i o n of P r i n c i p a l S p e c i e s 
a n d R a d i c a l s 
Eqs. (11) to (14), with boundary conditions (15) 
and (16), will be approximately solved by using an 
integral method. 
Let us consider, for instance, the equation cor-
responding to depletion of hydrogen molecules. 
If we introduce a straining parameter b2 (x) such 
tha t i]2 — 2/a/<53 is of order unity throughout the 
reaction zone, the following approximate equations 
holds: 
-<&--£-=**•<*> «-''•-'' (17) 
w„ is the point where the depletion term of molecular 
hydrogen reaches its maximum. 
The boundary conditions are: 
Fuel side \?h\> 1 Y2 = — A <52 % (I8) 
Oxidizer side ??a ^> 1 Y2 ~ 0 
Integrating twice (17) with conditions (18) we deduce 
the following relations 
% = 0 
A = 2 327E*.Fa(0) (19) 
Within the reaction zone, assuming constant 
values of (i Qn and Schmidt number, the conservation 
equations for the principal species and radicals 
become: 
m9 
A 
= ~Td* 
L1 
.-e-« % ( 1 - erf rjt) 
where 
erf % =—y~ \ er%* d>% 
n'A 
•7yl"£i=*>- ( ^ L 2 - 3 ) 
rf2 
Y* 
<*' fYt 
d y\ m4 
m1 
Y5 
ms 
Y 
m. 
1± 
m3 
= FA 
f- = - 2 {F1 |- F2) 
= - {Ft + 2 F3) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
where 
Following a similar way, wc get 
A = 4 <3S rctt .FB (0) 
IT=44^', + * ( 1 + w f , h ) ] {20) 
i - rN - T. A * r i „. . , , 7 1 
W i nVi 
Vx = Q to y) e to o) dy, In particular, for % = 0 
1 — YN — ^ i = Ylf — ?i 
(21) 
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where / means equilibrium conditions a t the flame 
sheet. 
1 - YN - Yr 
=
 "4 d\-^e~n' + iU^rU + J-ifcj (22) 
Finally Eqs. (13) and (14) will be expressed in closed 
form as follows: 
JT4 
m, 
J* 
rpi(^eTf^+^- e~vi -
- <3a *7»erf??2 nVt e-vi ) 
(23) 
-^(^erf^+^-e-'ijj (24) 
The equation expressing the conservation of nitrogen 
is automatically satisfied. 
T, = 1500 °K 
?=ur, 
3000 ^ 2 5 0 0 
^ . r , 
r,=i 5oo 
2000 
2500 
«* .4 
Tf = 1501 
2 000 
2500 
20 30 10 50 SO 70 80 90 
Y, 
Fig. 2. Parameters, given the thickness of the different non-
oquilibrram zones 
4.2 T h e S t r a i n i n g P a r a m e t e r s 
I n order to calculate the parameters o\, we write 
the Fi (0), by means of the Law of Mass Action, 
as functions of pressure, temperature, and the con-
centration of species, for T]4 = 0, given by Eqs. (19) 
to (24). 
By using the scheme considered in § 3, we get, 
after some manipulations, the following equations: 
i + . -1 L 
V* 2 (1 + y,) 
7* (l + yB) + Li (Yi — 2 y2) -
,
K
* n».a __ r. u, _ -,, n — _ K \y* - £% (y4 - n)] 
-Ki 
0 (25) 
Lz (26) 
74 (i + y2) + ^1 (y4 - 2 y») 
7 [(74 - 7a) (1 + Yt) + 4 f ^  (^ * - 2 * > ] = 
(27) 
(28) 
i + r a -Ki 
( 7 4 - 2 r 2 ) ( l + r 3 ) 3 = £ 3 
7 
,1 
Y1fW 
i 
sec 2 a tm J 
7 
6 
5 
3 
10-^  
9 
8 
6 
4 
2 
l\\\ 
\\y 
\ \ 
\ \ \ 
\ 
s \ 
s \ 
\ 
\ 
\ \ 
v* 
X 
\ 
\ 
\ 
^ 
\ \ \ \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
^ 
\ 
\ 
N?„ 
\ 
\ \ 
\ 
\ 
s 
\ 
s 
\ 
\ 
\ 
V 
\ 
\ 
3D 40 50 60 90 
Y„-Y, 
Fig. 3. Matohing of the inner and onter solutions. This figure 
is valid for any concentration of inert species and for either 
laminar OT turbulent flow 
I n Eq. (28), the third reverse reaction has been neg-
lected. In these equations 
L< = 
La 
i + y, = Wi 
Y, K^ 
Yu - Yt Kt ' 
_81 1 
%n {Ylf~ Y,) 
% = 1, 2) 
:A*D-^L~ QK* 
The solution of Eqs. (25) to (28) is a routine but 
tedious affair. Fortunately, as a consequence of the 
physical origin of the problem, we have some idea 
on the behavior of the different terms of equations, 
so tha t we solve the foregoing system by using an 
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iterative method. The zero order iteration is equiv-
alent to the assumption t ha t reactions 1 and 2 do 
not depart from equilibrium, i.e.; 
1 4 - 1 1 - = 0 
1 + Vat 1 + J'ao 2 (1 + y3 . . 
y40 (1 + 72o) + LX (740 — 2 720) = 0 
y'U - £* {y« — y3o) = o 
Only the zero and first order iterations have been 
considered in our case. 
log. Kj "»?
 v) \ 
3?ig. 4. Reaction rates in the study of the structure of the 
diffusion hydrogen-air flame, pe = 1 »tm, Th = 2500 °K 
The straining parameters djdj^ have been plotted 
in Fig. 2, versus the degree of departure from equi-
librium, measured by the ratio YjY-^f — Yv 
Eq. (28) gives Ls, as a function of YJYlf and 
flame temperature. From this relation we draw 
Fig. 3, which connects the inner and outer solutions, 
in the following way: 
(a) The solution of the outer problem provides 
the values of mf (mean molecular weight at the 
flame sheet point); YXji Tfi p e , and A. 
(b) By using Fig. 3, we calculate YjYlf — Ylt 
and from Fig. 2 the parameters dJS^ 
(c) Finally, Eq. (21) particularized at r}t = 0 
gives us the value of 8V 
Some of the reaction rates involved in the study 
of the inner structure of the hydrogen-air flame, 
have been represented in Fig. 4, where the rates of 
some dissociation-recombination reactions are also 
included. From this figure we deduce tha t the later 
reactions do not play a significant role in the zone 
considered, as it has been assumed throughout this 
study. On the other hand, the faet tha t reactions 1. 
and 2 do not depart substantially from equilibrium, 
as seen in this figure, may be used to arrive at a 
simpler description of the chemical kinetics involved. 
4.3 D i s t r i b u t i o n of S p e c i e s A c r o s s t h e F l a m e 
A typical distribution of concentrations across the 
flarne, computed by means of Eqs. (19) to (24), is 
plotted in Fig. 5. Y& has been assumed to be constant 
through the reaction zone, but in a practical case, 
this function is obtained from the outer solution. 
Figs. 6 to 8 compare the theoretical distribution 
of principal species with experimental values taken 
from [9, 12]. 
I n order to evaluate the approximation attained 
by using the integral method presented in §4 .1 , 
excluding the influence of outer conditions, the 
following procedure has been used to plot this figure. 
(a) The concentrations are referred to the ex-
pression (Ylf— Y1XDBX)fml. 
The Ylf have been estimated from experimental 
data by the, rather crude, procedure of tracing 
tangents to the curve representing water concen-
tration. 
\ 
Y j _ \ 
1f 
\ 2 
5_J 
fi 
\ 
, ^ i 
i = 1 
N 
\ 
y 
-2.1. - 2 - 1 , 6 -1.2 - . 3 - 4 0 .4 .8 1.2 1 5 
Fig. 5. Typical ^distribution of concentrations across the 
flame, pe = I atm. T = 2000 °K, YX\YX1 - Yx = 20 
(b) These data have been represented vs. a di-
mensionless variable r\ = a r\x + b, where a and b 
are deduced by adjusting the scale of the appropriate 
theoretical curve until the best fit with the behavior 
of the water data is obtained. 
(o) No correction has been introduced to take 
into account the variation of nitrogen across the 
flame. 
4.4 M a t c h i n g w i t h t h e O u t e r S o l u t i o n 
Let us assume tha t the outer mixing problem 
admits a t reatment within the boundary layer ap-
proximation. 3No loss of generality is implied in this 
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assumption since there is a wide variety of problems, 
such as those connected with jets, wakes and mixing 
of semiiixfinite streams, for which such an approxi-
mation is appropriate. 
I t may he shown that , in our case, the outer 
problem is a mixing one for a "reduced concentration" 
Y — Y2 — Y3j8, with the additional conditions tha t 
Y2 = 0 in the oxidizer side of the flame, and Y3 = 0 
in the fuel side. 
Limiting ourselves to the case of isobarie turbulent 
mixing, with turbulent Prandt l and Lewis numbers 
of unity, we have: 
YP - YQ 
Y& — Two 
YNF Y Na 
u — UQ 
up — ua 
K — h 
hsF — h ~r- - f (0 (29) 
I n these equations subscripts 0 and F mean 
conditions at the oxidizer and fuel edges of the 
mixing layer respectively, YN represents concen-
trat ion of inert diluent, and £ is a similarity variable. 
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Fig. 6. Distribution of water across trio flame 
The problem is solved once / (£) and a function 
defining the spreading ra te of the mixing zone are 
given. 
At the "flame sheet'1 (subscript / ) ; Y = 0 and 
Ytff = 1 —- Ylf) so tha t Eqs. (29) become: 
Y0 
Ylf = 1 
Y0 - YF 
— ^iVo — {YNF — 
iij — it,, h^f — h 
IS* (30) 
Y0 - YF YN*)lr— irZ <
3 0 a > 
Up — 1(a ft.F /(.„ /<£,) (30b) 
We get from Eq. (30) the position of the "flame 
sheet", and from Eq. (30a) the value of Ylf and the 
mean molecular mass nip since 
i 
in. 
1 - 7u 
mN 
(31) 
The slope A of Y2 a t the "flame sheet" is given by 
A=--{YP-Y0) 
<*£}£- Cf *V 
(32) 
m, Y,F 
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Fig. 7. Distribution of hydrogen across the flame 
I t only remains to calculate the turbulent dif-
fusion coefficient D, According to PKANDTL, this 
coefficient could be defined by means of the expres-
sion: 
D = kb (%ax — ttmin) (33) 
where ^max an<l %nin are the maximum and minimum 
velocities in the section, K is a dimensionless pro-
portionality factor, and 6 is the thickness of the 
concentration mixing zone. 
Eq. (33) is no longer useful when dealing with 
the mixing of two streams having different densities, 
so t ha t it has been suggested |_H] to substitute this 
equation by 
Q D = lc b [(g u)max - (Q u)minl (33 a) 
however, the problem is not completely solved in 
this way, since experimental evidence indicates t ha t 
the mixing ra te does not go to zero when the stream 
momentum difference is zero. 
I n order to substantiate our approach, let us 
consider the isobarie mixing of two co-flowing streams 
of hydrogen and air respectively. 
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For the initial region of the jet, we h a r e : T, 
Y0 = - 0.0200 
YF = 1 
YNo = 0.768 
YNF ~ 0 
m J V , F - V 1 B 
10 
THEORETICAL 1 = ISOO-'K V | / V , F = 0 83 
THEORETICAL CHEMJCAL EQUILIBRIUM 
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-2, 
1 
irig. 8. Distribution of oxygen across the flame 
The "flame sheet" position is given by 
0.0282 / (t ) = ° - 0 2 9 0 
'
 (if)
 1.0290 
Since, as it has been shown in [13], the incompress-
ible velocity profile is unusually insensitive to 
compressibility effects, we will assume tha t / (£) 
is given by the Schlichting formula 
where 
/(C) = ( i - W 
c 
1[F_ 
b 
for the initial and transition regions of the jet. 
From these equations we deduce: 
Cf = 0.885 
YNf = 0.746 
7lf = 0.254 
— = 0.0407 
mf 
_ » i
 = 44.0 
mf Y*f 
. 0.487 
" i n H> ~ 
where 
7' 
^ ' - = 1 . 1 7 
•mi 
QaUa 
The curves plotted in Fig. 9 were calculated from 
those of Fig. 3. While the last figure is valid for 
dealing with any hydrogen-oxygen diffusive com-
bustion problem, within the range of validity of the 
present theory; Fig. 9 will be used exclusively in 
the hydrogen-air case. This figure shows the thick-
ness b of the mixing zone vs. the parameter 
(Yif— 7i)hiJcBTfs where hx is the hydrogen en-
thalpy corresponding to T = Tf, and c. has been 
computed on the basis of the values Ylf and YN 
This parameter represents the relative departure 
from equilibrium temperature provided the thermal 
influence of the remaining species is negligible. 
Fig. 9. Matching of the inner and outer solutions. This figure 
is valid for the hydrogen-air case, assuming turbulent shear 
flow and turbulent transport coefficients given by Eq. (33a) 
As an example of the application of this analysis, 
let us consider the following conditions which seem 
to be of interest to a hypersonic airbreathing vehicle. 
T0 = 800° K , Jf0 = 3 
so that : 
u /2 = 345 cal/g and hs0 = 461 cal/g. 
uFlu0 = 0.5, hsF = 500 cal/g. 
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From Eqs. (30b) and (34) with £/ = 0.885, we get: 
A„ = 462cal/g, 
uf
2j2 = 335 cal/g, 
Tt = 2890° K. 
If we are interested in obtaining the distance 
from the Injector corresponding to a ten per cent 
of separation from equilibrium at this temperature, 
we get from Fig. 9 (with k = 0.025, TtjT9 = 3.62 
and QJ? UFIQ9 U0 <^  1): 
b = 1.42 m 
which, according to experimental results concerning 
supersonic hydrogen-air mixing quoted in [14], 
corresponds to a distance to the injector of 
As a comparison, let us calculate the distance 
travelled during the ignition time T ; by a hydrogen-
air mixture under tho following conditions: 
pe = 1 aim, T0 - 800° K, 
u = (u0 -f- up)j2 = 1270 m/sec. 
According to [11] 
Ve Tt==45x 10- e1000°/r« a tm ;,i sec 
so t ha t we obtain 
Lt= 1.5 m 
I n a practical case the ignition distance will be 
much larger due to t he t ime required for the mixing. 
This suggest t ha t the zone between the regions of 
frozen and equilibrium chemistry will be small in 
most cases of interest. 
5. Conclusions 
A theoretical analysis of finite chemistry effects 
in a turbulent diffusion flame of hydrogen and air 
has been carried out. 
I t has been assumed t ha t the flame is close to 
equilibrium conditions and tha t the outer flow may 
be appropriately described by using the first order 
boundary layer approximation. Under such as-
sumptions the theory is valid to the first order in 
a parameter representing the ratio of a characteristic 
diffusion time to a chemical time. 
No a t t empt has "been done to estimate the range 
of validity of the theory. The comparison with more 
elaborate computations seems to be difficult a t this 
stage. This is due to the singular character of the 
mathematical problem, which renders the solution 
by machine computation difficult, especially for 
conditions close to equilibrium. On the other hand 
the computation of higher order perturbation terms is 
extremely troublesome. We rely on the hypothesis tha t 
the theory is valid up to values of — ATjTf — T^ 
below roughly 0.2; this has been shown to be true 
for the case considered in [6]. 
The concentration profiles of the principal species 
obtained from the analysis are compared with 
available data from low speed hydrogen flames. 
The agreement is found to be satisfactory. 
The model presented does not enable the study 
of the flame structure near the injector exit where 
froaert mixing conditions prevail, bu t this zone may 
be studied with sufficient approximation by means 
of some assumptions similar to those used in com-
puting the ignition delay in premixed flames (no 
heat release, and concentration of oxidizer and fuel 
controlled by diffusion). The problem of the transition 
zone of fast temperature rise, remains yet unsolved. 
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